


Groupthink 

I’ve read the books, bought the B-shares 

and collected the Letters to Shareholders. 

I’ve been to Omaha, queued outside the 

Century Link Centre at 6am and washed 

down dinner at Piccolo’s with a root beer 

float. Warren Buffett is a hero of mine.  

But hero worship can lead to groupthink. 

Take the asset manager that owns a 

trademark on the word ‘Buffettology’, or the 

one who wrote a book about how lunch with 

Buffett defined his investment philosophy 

(while also providing a handy marketing 

tool). I pass no judgement on the merits of 

other managers, but at Cape Wrath Capital 

we do things differently to Warren Buffett. 

Who is Warren Buffet? 

‘I’m 15% Fisher and 85% Benjamin 

Graham,’ Buffett once said. While this was 

true in the days of the Buffett Partnerships 

(1956 to 1965), today Graham has fallen a 

little by the wayside. Charlie Munger’s 

influence may have something to do with 

this, but there is also the overwhelming logic 

that comes from managing $380bn. At that 

size, liquidity dictates strategy. And when 

your ‘favorite holding period is forever’ (as 

Buffett has said), then your stock-picking 

must focus on companies with longevity – 

i.e. those that enjoy a durable competitive 

advantage.  

 

Semantics: Growth is not Value 

The argument for ‘value-in-growth’ is that an 

investor who buys a quality business 

(defined in terms of RoCE, barriers to entry, 

stable earnings, structural growth) is a value 

investor because of the potential for long-

term performance through compounding 

earnings (see analysis of the ‘Nifty Fifty’ 

episode in Jeremy Siegel’s, ‘Stocks for the 

Long Run’, McGraw-Hill, 1994).  

In this scenario, outsized returns come from 

holding the stock rather than selling it. This 

approach to investing can be very profitable. 

But if we call it value investing, then the term 

‘value’ loses any descriptive meaning; ‘value’ 

simply becomes synonymous with ‘good’, 

rather than being a way of differentiating 

between investment styles. 

Tautology  

Value investing is investing based on 

valuation. It involves buying at a discount to 

fair value and then selling at fair value. The 

selling is as important as the buying. 
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Not Investing Like Warren Buffett 

Our own process begins with a structured 

approach to measuring the quality of a 

business. The resulting quality score feeds 

into our valuation sheet. We then apply Ben 

Graham’s ‘Margin of Safety’ concept to 

determine what entry price would make the 

stock an attractive investment.  

Looking back at our failures, we have often 

been too aggressive in our initial position 

sizing, and later too cautious. Our Margin of 

Safety analysis provides a structure for 

overcoming this bad habit by providing three 

entry points, based on valuation; the first 

offers a minimum acceptable Margin of 

Safety, the second a generous Margin of 

Safety, the third means buying at fire-sale 

prices.  

While we see investing as much art as 

science, we quantify what we can because 

that gives us an objective basis for reviewing 

our decisions and improving our process. 

Capacity Constraint 

One lesson I take from Warren Buffett’s 

(extremely successful) style drift is that 

sustained adherence to a ‘pure’ value 

strategy requires strict discipline around fund 

capacity. This can make such strategies ‘bad 

business’. Building a profitable asset 

management business is not always the 

same as developing a strategy that delivers 

the best returns.   

15% Shackleton and 85% Ben Graham 

A robust process for analysing securities is 

important, but it is not enough. The 

successful investor also needs the 

judgement to translate that analytical skill 

into an investment decision, plus the 

conviction to act on that decision. Profitable 

opportunities for contrarianism are few, but 

when they arise, it requires leadership to act 

decisively in the face of seemingly 

overwhelming evidence that you’re wrong.  

Leadership is situational. I doubt that Ernest 

Shackleton would have been much of an 

investor, just as I suspect Ben Graham 

would not have lasted five minutes on an 

Antarctic ice flow. But the basis of leadership 

is universal. It’s about having the judgement 

and self-knowledge to make the right 

decisions, the will to act decisively in doing 

what you believe is right, and the strength of 

character to carry others with you.  

Dealing with Mr. Market’s emotional swings 

requires a well-calibrated contrarianism. It’s 

a hazardous journey, but with leadership, it 

can pay to not invest like Warren Buffett. 

 

Adam Rackley 

December 2016 
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